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Grubby Fingers A3+ prints
are only AUD$19.95 ea. (inc
GST, + P&H). They make great
gifts for pilots and the aviation
minded. They are available at
various retailers and through the
on-line shop.

New Prints

www.grubby-fingers-aircraft-illustration.com

One new profile subject this month: Piper Tri-Pacers ...

Deb Fanning’s VH-MTS is now available as a print.

For more information about
Grubby Fingers Aircraft
Illustration visit the website.
To order prints, visit the online
shop. PayPal and major credit
cards (through secure PayPal
portal) are supported.
To unsubscribe to this email,
reply to the delivery email
and change the subject to
“Unsubscribe”. Our email
address is: grubbyfingers@
internode.on.net

Back in the late 1950s, VH-MTS looked like this. Now available as a print.

Any comments and suggestions
are always welcome. Let us
know what you’d like to see in
the newsletter or as a print.

Commissions

Don’t forget that Grubby
Fingers also takes commissions.
If you are looking for that
special gift or memento, we can
produce a print of any aircraft
in any colour scheme at very
reasonable rates, starting at just
$100 including your first print.
We also do corporate and
publishing work if you are
looking for an eye-catching
promotional image, have a
book in the pipeline or publish
a magazine.

Detail from the Tri-Pacer illustration.

Commission a print from only $100*

If you’ve got an aviation-afflicted person in your life, why not give them a gift they’ll
always treasure? A personalised aviation print from Grubby Fingers!
Grubby Fingers will create an illustration of your chosen subject, apply your personal
message or copy and the artist will sign the print, all from just $100*.
Additional prints would also be available for $20 each (+P&H)
*Price is in Australian dollars and does not include postage and handling. Price may vary depending on complexity of subject.
Acceptance of commissions and fee charged is solely at the discretion of the artist.

New Walkarounds

Available Prints

The range of prints
currently available
from Grubby
Fingers includes:

Aircrane

C-47

Cessna 180

Cessna 210

Chipmunk

DC-3

Drover

Orion

Nanchang

Harvard

PC-9

Silver Cent.

Super Puma

Dauphin 2

Black Hawk

Seahawk

S-76

Fire Tender

21 New Walkarounds!

I really am going to have to learn to leave my camera at home. This month I have no fewer
than 21 new walkarounds up on the site. Most of these are from Avalon, but I also had
opportunity to photograph six Aircranes and a Tram. I hope you find something useful!

Australian-Built Aircraft and the Industry Keith Meggs
Pre-order sales still available!

Keith’s book is still in pre-production, so the preorder special has been extended for another couple of
months. Get your order in now to secure this slice of
Australian aviation history!
Keith Meggs, DFM, AM(US), well known aviation
historian, is in the final stages of finishing Vol 1, the
first of two, two-book volumes, about the history of the
Australian aircraft industry. A labour of over 40 years,
these publications are perhaps the most significant
work on Australian aviation ever published.
Australian-Built Aircraft and the Industry, is currently
in pre-production and will be printed in mid-2009.
Pre-orders for this significant and breathtakingly
comprehensive work are now being taken. These
volumes are destined to be THE reference work on
Australian aircraft and industry and will become much sought after.
Pre-orders are closing soon and availability once printed can’t be guaranteed.
A pre-order will secure your copy.
Pre-order form and information brochure is available here

Upcoming Events
Modelexpo

6–8 June. Sandown Conference Centre, Sandown racetrack,
Details of the event are available at the official Modelexpo website.

Modelexpo Swap and Sell

Details are available at the official Modelexpo website.

• AgustaWestland
A109E
• Agusta MH-68A
Stingray
• Bell 205 “Huey”
• CA-27 Sabre
• CAC Winjeel
Reliant
• Cessna O-2
• Cessna 150
• Cessna 337
Skymaster
• Fairey Gannett
• NA / CAC
Tram
Mustang
• Piper Tri-Pacer
• Piper Warrior

Caribou

All profiles are available in
various colour schemes and
variations, and custom orders
are not a problem.

Retail Outlets

Grubby Fingers prints are
available in Australia from:
Australian National
Aviation Museum
Moorabbin Airport.
Moorabbin
Ph: (03) 9580 7752
GeeBee’s Aerospace Shop
Main Terminal
Essendon Airport
Ph: (03) 9379 0747
Hyland’s Bookshop
L1 29–31 Heffernan Lane
Melbourne
Ph: 0434 648 586
Skylines Aviation Supplies
Cnr Second & Bundora Parade
Moorabbin Airport
Moorabbin
Ph: 9587 3400
Victorian Hobby Centre
21A Swanston Street
Melbourne
Ph: (03) 9650 4817
And from the on-line shop.

Illustrator Tutorial
Gradient Mesh Basics

The Gradient Mesh feature is
one way we can get soft colour
transitions in Illustrator. The PC-9
shown at right uses Gradient Mesh
to achieve the appearance of form.
Rather than having just flat shapes,
Gradient Mesh has been used to
apply shading and highlights.

Here’s a quick guide to how it
works:
If we start with a box ...

And go to Object / Create Gradient
Mesh ...

... we get a dialogue box asking us
for columns and rows...
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... which then turns our box into a
kind of a grid with corner or anchor
points and direction points that we
all know so well. Now we want to
select some of the intersection points
(these can be inner ones or ones on
the perimeter, it doesn’t matter). You
may need to pop in to Outline mode
to do your selection as, if you click
WITHIN the boundary of one of
the grid squares, that whole square
is selected. We want just points
selected. Here it is in outline mode.

If we then click on a new colour,
that colour is applied to the points
we selected, and it is graduated out
to the colour of the neighboring
points, which retain their original
colour.
Notice that each of the selected
points has curve-type direction
handles? These control the direction
and size of the gradient that
emanates from that point.

If we nudge or move the selected
points we get this result:
Notice that the gradient is now
“steeper” on the shorter side and
“shallower” on the longer side.

If we then start playing with the
Direction Handles and intersecting
points we can do stuff like this:
We start getting a very organic feel
from what was a basic solid shape.

We can also manipulate the outside
edges of the shape like so:

End result:
Notice how the Gradient Mesh has
flowed around the new shape.

These PC-9 images show the
finished illustration, and how that
same illustration looks in Outline
Mode. Outline Mode shows all the
Gradient Mesh’s that have been
applied to create the end result
One of the beauties of Gradient
Mesh is that you can add new rows
and columns within your existing
mesh by simply clicking with the
pen tool where you want the new
intersection.
Gradient Mesh is one of the more
confusing aspects of working in
Illustrator, but once the penny
drops, you’ll find yourself using it
over and over.
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